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SIXTH WINTER SCHOOL (1978) 
LIST OF TALKS 
in section of topology 
AJ.M. Aarts: How to se$ up a category of local dynamical systems 
(S 
B. Balcar: Coheanve ultrafilters and c-points 
C. Bandt: Some combinatorial questions related to measure theory 
L. Bukovslqh Existence of non measurable sets 
R. Frankiewicz: On accessible points in compact extremally disconnec-
ted spaces 
R. Frid: Sequential completeness versus fiech-completeness 
£• Qrzegorek: On Ulam's problem on families of measures 
J. Hejcman: Lenght of metric spaces and rectifiable mappings 
M. Husek: Topological problems connected with ultrafilters 
M. Katetov: Introduction to Catastrophy Theory 
W. Kulpa: On homeomorphisms of inverse systems 
L. Lovasi: On the Shannon capacity of graphs 
T. Przymusinski: Topological properties of product spaces 
M. Rice: Cartesian closed ccreflective subcategories of uniform spaces 
V* Rodl: Some combinatorial partition problems 
J. Rosick^: Model theoretic approach to topological functors 
P. Simon: Another point in /$N (following a Kuneafa preprint) 
A. Szymanski: Some points in /)N 
Q. Tashjian: Cartesian closed coreflective subcategories of uniform 
spaces 
J. Vilimovsk^: On concrete functors in uniform spaces 
M. Wilhelm: A-closed graph theorem 
